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Introduction
 White-etching cracks (WEC) form the basis of white-structure
flaking, a failure mode common in wind turbine gearbox
bearings (WTGB). The exact mechanism of WEC formation is
unclear, and research is ongoing into why and how these defects
form.
 WEC can lead to bearing failure at as low as ~10% of design
life.
 The current project focuses on the identification and study of
WEC both in bearings and in controlled laboratory environments.
Samples from failed bearings and from tribometer tests were
subjected to serial sectioning and, in the case of the failed
bearings, X-ray microtomography.
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Methods

 Samples from failed bearings were sectioned and examined for the presence of WEC.
 WEC were created in controlled samples in a three-ring-on-roller micro-pitting rig
(manufactured by PCS instruments)
 Both classes of sample were subjected to serial sectioning and microphotography at
roughly 10 μm intervals
 Samples from failed bearings were analyzed using high-power X-ray microtomography at
the Advanced Photon Source.
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i) micro pitting rig test
roller, ii) PCS micro
pitting rig, iii) failed
WTGB component,
iv) WEC from failed
WTGB sample

Serial Sectioning

 Samples are mounted in standard resin pucks
 Samples were polished in successive steps on
 Three grit sizes (9μm, 3μm, 1μm) of
diamond slurry for bulk removal
 Two grit sizes (3μm, 1 μm) of diamond
slurry for serial sectioning
 Rockwell indents were used for determining the
location of each section

Method Comparison
Serial Sectioning
 Allows for viewing of metal microstructure
 Destructive; physically removes material

X-ray Microtomography
 Non-destructive
 Allows for viewing of 3D structure of sample
 Cannot differentiate microstructure
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Methods are complementary; serial sectioning
allows for verification of possible WEC found with Xray microtomography

Results

 X-ray microtomography has successfully
been applied to subsurface cracks in
bearings for the first time.
 X-ray microtomography confirms absence of
crack interaction with the surface.
 Serial sectioning allows for the verification
of the altered microstructure of candidate
cracks from X-ray microtomography.
 Micro pitting rig roller samples produce whiteetching cracks similar to those in failed
WTGB, allowing for experimental
determination of the factors leading to WEC
formation.

a) 3D reconstruction crack images from X-ray microtomography, b)
WEC found in wind turbine bearing sample, c) WEC found in micropitting rig roller sample
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